Japanese School of Abu Dhabi
Emergency Drill

September 4th

In this emergency drill, the situation was
terrorist attack happening nearby and everyone
evacuated to the library in the second floor. We
stayed there until the confirmation of the safety.
Everyone could quietly evacuate and wait for the
confirmation.

Achievement Test (JH)

September 5th

G7 to G9 students took an achievement test,
which mainly covers the previous year’s study.
Some students said that they forgot some parts of
the previous year. But entrance exams are like
achievement tests, where the covered area of
study is very large. Keep on working!

Students Gathering

September 10th

School publication committee hosted a
gathering in the lunch break. It was an enjoyable
event. Thank you for your work.

Parents Storytelling

September 12th, 30th

In the second term too, we are planning to hold
parents’ storytelling sessions. Thank you for your
participation. Let’s join and enjoy listening to the
stories.

Students Committee

2019 October 1st
September 16th

This time, G1 students newly joined the committee.
Some senior students said that they were happy that
they had many questions and ideas in the discussion.

G9 Achievement Test

September 22nd

G9 students took an achievement test. How was
the result? It’s the time to change gear to “entrance
exam” mode. Imagine yourself in the future and
make the effort step by step to achieve a goal.

Natsu Fes

September 26th

In the afternoon of September 26th, we started
Natsu Fes 2019. It was all amazing to hear and see
the performance of opening drum, all-school “Yagi
Bushi” music, and kindergarten kids. The booths of
each class were also enjoyable and the following
performance shows were outstanding. Some
parents also performed singing and playing the
instrument. Abu Dhabi Ondo would be an
unforgettable memory to all.
Parents Students Cleaning

September 29 th

We all had a wonderful time in Natsu Fes. We
could also cooperate in cleaning and tidying up
after the festival. Thanks to everyone’s effort, the
gym became very clean. Thank you very much for
your cooperation.

